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Caroline Walker, Dusting Pictures, Late Morning, March, 2019, oil on board, 45 x 36 cm

Caroline Walker (born Dunfermline, Scotland, 1982) has become known for her striking canvases
of women, specifically of women at work. These fragmented narratives, glimpses of women going
about their lives in both public and private environments, begin as photographic snaps (often taken
covertly) which are later worked up into lustrous, luminous oil paintings. They are sometimes playful,
but can also be challenging, documenting the myriad social, cultural, economic, racial and political
factors that affect women’s lives today.
In exploring this hinterland of human experience Walker offers both an intimate insight and a
voyeuristic vantage point. As Marco Livingstone puts it ‘much of the effectiveness of Walker's
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paintings arises from the fact that as a spectator one is simultaneously looking into other people’s
lives and putting oneself in their place’.
In this first exhibition with Ingleby, Walker turns her attention close to home, presenting a series of
paintings where the focus is the artist’s own mother, Janet, as she goes about her daily tasks; cooking,
cleaning, tidying and tending the garden of the Fife home where the artist spent her childhood.
A book, illustrating all the works in this series (with an introduction by the critic Hettie Judah) will
be published coincide with the exhibition.

Caroline Walker studio, 2020

________________________________________________________________________________________
Notes to Editors:
Caroline Walker was born in Dunfermline, Scotland in 1982. She attended Glasgow School of Art between 2000 and 2004, and
completed her MA at the Royal College of Art in 2009. She is best known for her striking and cinematic paintings of women going
about their lives in public and private spaces.
Recent and forthcoming exhibitions include Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge, UK; the Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK , the Midlands
Art Centre, Birmingham, UK and the ninth edition of the British Art Show. She is represented in a number of important public
collections including the National Museum Wales, Cardiff, UK; the UK Government Art Collection, London, UK; Kistefos
Museum, Jevnaker, Norway and AKZO Nobel Art Foundation, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
For further information and press images please get in touch with Amy Murray or Hannah Ustun at info@inglebygallery.com
or telephone +44 (0)131 556 4441.
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